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A pair of novel jump-relations for the surface-gradients of the double-layer poten- 
tial are proposed and proved under weakest assumptions regarding the smoothness 
of the surface and of the density. The advantages of the relations in computational 
fluid dynamics are discussed. 0 1991 Academic Press, hc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Boundary integral equation methods (BIEM) or panel methods are now 
a standard tool for the prediction of subsonic aerodynamic haracteristics 
of general three-dimensional configurations, e.g., in the aircraft industry [ 1, 
4-7, 9-11, l&18]. Further, a very important application of these methods 
emerged from the need to satisfy the zero normal velocity boundary condi- 
tion in the simulation of turbulent flows with vortex methods. For the most 
up to date review article of vortex methods, see [19]. 
While the formulation of the integral equations and their numerical solu- 
tion have received much attention, the apparently secondary task of com- 
puting the fluid velocity from the solution of the integral equation has been 
comparatively neglected. However, it is precisely at this step that much of 
the overall accuracy may be lost, as reported at various places in the 
corresponding literature [S, 9, 15, 161. 
The present article addresses this problem in form of a theorem and 
includes an illustration in the case of the simplest BIEM available today for 
pure potential flows, a method which has the advantage of being robust 
and efficient in its low-order discretization (cf. Section 4). Other possible 
applications of the theorem include the Meissner effect in superconductivity 
[ 131 and problems in electro- and elastostatics [111. 
In Section 2, we establish a pair of novel jump-relations for the surface- 
gradients of the double-layer potential directly, since the most important 
and most critical flow quantity in applications is the tangential velocity on 
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solid boundaries. As discussed in the next section, the differentiability 
assumptions are weaker than those in the literature and the surface integral 
occurring in the expressions is an improper integral instead of the usual 
Cauchy principal-value or finite-part integrals [ 1, 11, 151. This results in 
the reduction of the maximum error and also has a smoothing effect, as 
one may expect (c.f. Section 4). 
The proof of the theorem in Section 3 hinges on the concept of the 
Lyapunov surface, a class of surfaces possessing a tangent plane and 
normal, but not necessarily a curvature, at each point [S, 111. The 
relevance of this concept is threefold: 
-it exhibits the complementarity between the regularity of the 
integrand and of the integration domain in the singular integrals involved in 
BIEM; 
-it offers an adequate way of fine tuning the definition of global 
regularity of patched Bezier or B-spline surfaces in CAD/CAM, where the 
curvature is in general not defined at the patch-boundaries [2]; 
-it is related (loosely but in an obvious way) to the concept of 
Hausdorff-Besicovich dimension of surfaces by the “Lipschitz-Holder 
heuristics” of Mandelbrot [ 141. This gives interesting possibilities with 
respect to new definitions of singular integrals over fractal or Holder 
domains. For the case of so-called Lipschitz domains and Hausdorff- 
measurable domains, see [3] and [12]. 
2. THE THEOREM 
We start by defining the potential Dp of a double layer with density 
p E C ‘(S) on a Lyapunov surface S [ 81: 
The letter P denotes (the coordinate vector of) a point in R, or R- , the 
interior and exterior domains defined by S, respectively. The letters p and 
q are (the coordinate vectors of) surface points. R + is a (not necessarily 
connected) domain in R3 and n4 is the inner unit normal at q. The kernel 
in Eq. (l), 
n,.(P-q) cosy 
V-d3 
=- 
IP-cd* 
has a weak singularity at P = p = q: 
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The Lyapunov regularity condition for the surface S requires the existence 
of two constants L (0 < L < co) and tl (0 < 01< 1) such that the acute angle 
0 between np and ny is bounded by the distance lp-q/ in the following 
way: 
0 = arccos(nP.n4) 6 L Ip- qla (0<8d?r/2). (3) 
This is basically a Holder condition for the surface [ 111. We should note 
at this early point of the developments the interplay between surface- 
regularity and regularity of integrands exhibited in (2) and mentioned in 
the introduction.’ 
It is well known that the limiting values of Dp on either side of the 
surface S are different in general [l, 5, 8, 11, 151: 
lim &~IJ * qJ = VW+ (PI = MP) f 27~44 (E > 0). (4) E-+0 
The purpose of this article is to establish the following theorem describing 
a similar discontinuous behavior of the surface-gradients for closed surfaces 
s c5s: 
%4+ (PI = 4 CAq) - Ap)l ~pK(q; P) ds, * 2n %W. (5) 
s 
The integral contains a weak singularity and is therefore absolutely and 
uniformly comergent. 
The proposed jump-relations (5) are smoothed (partly regularized) 
versions of those found in [ 15, l’~. 1403, which take the following form in 
our notation: 
(6) 
These expressions are valid for analytic (not necessarily closed) surfaces S 
and analytic surface distributions ,u, and the integral must be taken as a 
Cauchy principal-value. Under the same assumptions, the following jump- 
relations for the gradients are established in [6, p. 1191: 
p(q)VK(q;p)d$,-=n, 
P P 
’ Die singullre Integration hat durchaus eine Moral: Je hiilder die Funktion, desto koscher 
das Integral. 
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In this expression, VK(q; p) = 0( Ip- q[ P3) would make the integral 
divergent unless the part S, of S contained in the sphere with center p and 
radius p is excluded from the domain of integration. Note that the strong 
singularity shows up in the direction of the normal n,; we will show in the 
proof of a Lemma in the next section to what extent this singularity is 
weakened during the projection of the gradient onto the surface at p. Our 
expression (5) is in fact valid under less restrictive hypotheses than those 
in [6], except for the fact that the surface must be closed, a property which 
is natural in applications. Such a result can not be achieved by the Taylor 
series developments used in [6, p. 1381, where the concept of smoothness 
is less “fine-tuned” as in the cases of Holder continuity of (derivatives of) 
functions and Lyapunov smoothness of surfaces. 
Another variant of Eq. (7) is given in [ 1, p. 571 for twice continuously 
differentiable closed surfaces with uniformly Holder continuously differen- 
tiable density ~1: 
V(W)+ (PI= +js CV,(Ip-ql-7, C~/4~bJl dX,f2~%4P). (8) 
These jump-relations are also derived under more stringent hypotheses 
with respect to the smoothness of the surface and the density than our 
Eq. (5) and the integral must be taken as a Cauchy principal-value. Most 
importantly, these expressions are not suited for practical applications 
because they contain derivatives of the density p which are zero for 
piecewise constant approximations used in the low-order applications (see 
Section 4). They also would not be a good choice in higher-order methods 
from the numerical point of view. Similar remarks apply to the jump-rela- 
tions derived in [S, pp. 73-761 for open and closed Lyapunov surfaces and 
uniformly Holder continuously differentiable density. The numerical 
evaluation of the expressions is even more problematic since the integrals 
(containing derivatives of the density) must be differentiated themselves. 
These formulae would be the last choice from a practical point of view. We 
conclude that our expressions are the most adequate and general formulas 
available for efficient evaluation in applications. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We apply the surface-gradient operator V to both sides of Eq. (4) and 
note that, by assumption, VP E C(S): 
m4* (P)=m(P)+27JMP). (9) 
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The integral at the right side may be written as 
fmP) =vp p C/44) - P(P)1 a% PI a7 + y&(P) p a% P) aJ. (10) s s 
Since S is a closed surface, the integral of the kernel is equal to 27~ [8, 11, 
151, yielding 2n v,n(p) for the second term in (10). In the first term we 
interchange differentiation and integration: 
VP+ [~(q)-~(p)lK(q;p)dS,=~ v,(C~L(q)--(p)IK(q;p)}dSq.. (11) s s 
We must show that this may be done in spite of the singularity at p =q. 
Then Eq. (10) becomes 
= P ( -VP(P) K(q; P) + b(q) - &)I v/J% PH ds, s 
+ 27c G(P) 
= -271 VP(P) + + b(q) - /@)I v,K(q; P) ds, + 27~ %(P) 
S 
= P h(q) - Ap)l v,K(q; PI ds,. s 
Inserting this expression in Eq. (9) yields the relations (5). 
In order to prove Eq. (1 1 ), we consider the Lyapunov sphere centered at 
p and adjust its radius d to satisfy Ld” < 4. Then the portion S, of the sur- 
face S inside the sphere intersects lines parallel to’the normal np in at most 
one point and, the intersection of S,, with an arbitrary plane containing np 
is a continuous curve. We define a local coordinate system with origin at 
p by the orthonormal vectors e,, e,, ez = np. Let (S,), be the projection of 
S, onto the tangential plane (e,, eY) spanned by e, and eY. Consider 
further the largest circular disk (Szm)= with radius pm and center p which 
is contained in (S,),. Finally, the portion of S, inside the circular cylinder 
with basis (S;Jr and axis e, is denoted by S:m. Each point qE Sfm may 
now be represented by cylindrical coordinates (p, 4, i): 
4 = (4 Y, z) = (P ~0s 4,P sin 4, i(p, 4)) (O<p~p,,Od4<27c). 
Since Sim E S,,, the function i: has the properties 
(12) 
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In a next step, we define in Eq. (11) 
f(% PI = b(4) - PL(P)I K(cK PI? 
and observe that f, v,f E C( (S - Sim) x (S - S:m)). Therefore it remains to 
show that 
vpjsp f(q; P) 4,=$,p v,fk p)ds,. (13) 
Pm Pm 
It is sufficient and convenient to prove the equality of the projections of 
these vectors with respect to all possible directions e,: 
e. = (xi, Y& zi) = (~0s 40, sin 40, 0) (0 6 40 < 27z ). 
For a differentiable function A on S such a projection is given by 
where 
e .vA(p) = lim A(Po) - A(P) dA(po) 
0 =- (14) 
PO + P a0 da, ' PO = P 
and 
PO = (x0, yoy zo) = (p. ~0s 4oy p. sin do, %J,, do)) (OGPOGP,). 
The length a0 of the arc a between p and p. on the continuous curve 
Sim n (e,, eZ) is given by 
It follows from Eq. (12) that a E C’( [0, p,]) and, by construction, 
da(po) --_ 
dpo 
da(O) 1 
PO = 0 dpo ’ 
The projection (14) therefore assumes the form 
dA(p) eo.vA(p)=F= ~&PO, 40) dpo 
0 ~PO >I da0 pO=o 
= ~~cP0~ do) = ao, 40) 
aPo PO = 0 aPo . 
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We denote by a the integral on the left side of (13): 
The angle 8 satisfies the Lyapunov condition (3) with /p - ql = Y = 
cp’+ i2(P? 411 . ‘I2 Note that cos 8 > i since 
l-cosfI=e2 i 82 
F-z+ . . 
82 (Lry2 (Ld’)2 1 ‘.. 
<p-<--c- 2 2 8' 
The singularity of 2 in r. = Ipo - q1 = 0 is weaker than the singularity of K 
in (2) because of p E C’(S): 
Denote by B(O, do) the projection of the right side of Eq. (13) onto e, at 
the point p, 
The following estimate holds for the integrand 
I @(PY $4 0340) 
ape [fi(p, qs) - fi(O, qso)] 
Dop Do cos* -’ B 
=2--a= 1-a (p = r cos j?). r P 
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Note that D, > 0 is a finite number since p E C’(S). Use has also been 
made of a Lemma which is established after this proof, namely, 
(15) 
Equation (13) has now been reduced to the following scalar identity in 4”: 
Its validity is established if we can prove that 
lim I(po,f$o)=~~Iflo{[A(p~, ~0)-~(~,~0)1/P0--&0~ 4011 EC). t16) 
PO * 0 
In the integration domain (S:Ji, we define a circular disc, with center p 
and radius 2po, which contains the point p. in its interior. Then Z(p,, do) 
may be written as 
- 
s s 
2n 2poe(P, 4;0, 40)dpdd 
0 0 aPo 
*n Pm 
+ 
SJ-i 
cap, &PO, do)-lt(P, &O? 4o)llPo 
0 2PO 
&z(P~ 4; 03 40) 
dP0 i 
dp d4. 
(17) 
The first integral converges for all po>O and the second integral is boun- 
ded by 2”+ ‘cl-’ 7cDopi; both integrals vanish for p. -+ 0. Thus it remains to 
show that the third integral in Eq. (17) vanishes for p. -+ 0. We define the 
function 2 by S(t) = g(p, 4; 5, 40), 5 E [0, po]. Note that p > 2p, and 
therefore p E C l(S) implies g E C ‘(CO, po] ). By the mean-value theorem 
there exists a constant 0 (0 < 0 < 1) such that 
i(Po)-i(O) &(QPo) =- 
PO 4 ' 
This leads to the estimate of the last integral in Eq. (17): 
2n pm @(P,& @Po,$o) 
w at 
@(P, 9;0, do) dp dd 
0 *PO at 
~2~(P,--Po)4PO~ 40). 
The function &(pO, 40) is an upper bound of the integrand which tends to 
zero with p. for all fixed bo6 [0,27c), by virtue of go C’( [0, po]). The 
409.‘161:2-I9 
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correctness of Eq. (16) is herewith established. 
integrand in Eq. (5) follows immediately from 
tion p E C’(S). The theorem is proved. 
The weak singularity of the 
the lemma and the assump- 
Proof of the Lemma. For p # q the surface-gradient of K in Eq. (15) 
may be written as the projection of its gradient onto the tangential plane 
at p: 
v,K(q; PI = V,K(q; P) - (n, .V,K(q; P)) np 
npy I Wq; P) - 
r3 Y [co@ - 0) np - e,,l, (18) 
where r=lp-ql, e,,=(p-q)/r, and npy=n4-(n4.np)np. It is important 
to note that 
In,,l = sin 8. 
Indeed, we have for fixed q and variable p, 
(19) 
np4 + (n, . np) np = constant vector. 
Moreover, np4 forms a right angle with n,,. Therefore npy describes a certain 
part of the surface of the sphere centered at q + n,/2 with radius i. This 
geometrical description leads immediately to Eq. (19). Further, we have 
8 < 1 for r + 0, and since the terms in the series of sin 0 have alternating 
signs, the sum of the terms following 8 is negative and hence sin 8 < 8. 
Recalling the Lyapunov condition (3) we obtain finally In,,1 < Lr”. Using 
this estimate, we can project out the strong singularity O(rp3) of the 
normal component n,, .V,K(q; p) in Eq. (18): 
Iv,K(q; PI <y+z lK(q;p)l x Icos(y-O)n,-e,,l 
4. AN APPLICATION IN POTENTIAL AERODYNAMICS 
Potential flow in the domain R- around a rigid, impermeable body R, 
is described by the classical Neumann problem for the disturbance poten- 
tial 4 E C 2( R ~ ) with the boundary condition [ 5, 8, 93 : 
K(P) d@,-(P) -= - 
an, an, ’ 
The velocity of the undisturbed flow is I’, = V@, , where Qrn is basically 
a harmonic function in a domain containing R, u S in its interior 
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[ 1,461. In order to avoid the discretization of the unbounded, three- 
dimensional region R- , this problem is reformulated as an integral equa- 
tion on the boundary S [l, 4-6, 9, 10, 16-183. Methods of this type are 
called boundary integral equation methods (BIEM ) and panel methods, by 
the aerodynamicists. In one of these formulations 4 is represented by the 
potential of a double layer (c.f. Eq. (1)): 
(b(P)= -&D@-(P) (PER ). 
The total velocity potential @ _ = @310 _ + 4 _ on S is the unique solution of 
the following integral equation on the boundary S [S, 63: 
An important field quantity in applications is the tangential fluid velocity 
K = VK on S. The exterior jump-relation (5) proved in the previous 
section yields an integral formula for I/-. Indeed, the density in Eq. (4) is 
p= -@_/4x and it has been proved in [S] that @- EC’(S): 
V$.(p)= -&f 
s 
[~~(q)-~~(~)l~‘,K(q;P)ds,+svrD~(P). 
Addition of V@,(p) on both sides leads to the final formula: 
w=&$ c~~(P)-~~(q)lv,K(q;P)ds, s 
+ 73 ~co(P) - b,. V,(P)) %I. (21) 
This expression serves as a basis for numerical schemes in which the 
approximating solution of the integral equation (20) is inserted [S, 61. We 
could derive a variant of this formula using Eq. (6) instead of Eq. (5): it 
would then contain a Cauchy principal-value integral instead of the 
ordinary improper integral. Numerical experiments [S] made evident the 
advantages of using Eq. (21). 
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